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Financial Services

NILS™ Matrices

Easily create and
maintain compliance
surveys and charts

Regulatory information in a flexible U.S.-jurisdictional chart format helps
reduce the amount of time spent researching and maintaining requirements
and improve compliance results.
Communicating regulatory information to
those needing to know it is one of the greatest
challenges insurers face in meeting compliance
requirements. Creating, maintaining, and
distributing summaries is a complex and timeconsuming task.

Whether you are looking to buy them as part
of one of our many topic-specific packages,
or individually as a one-time addition to your
compliance program, each Matrix is built to
provide exceptional value at an industryleading price.

Available on a wide variety of compliance
topics, NILS Matrices summarize requirements
on key regulatory issues in U.S.-jurisdictional
charts. Easy to use and regularly updated,
NILS Matrices offer an effective alternative to
managing compliance in key operational areas
by helping to lower research costs, streamline
implementations, and increase overall levels of
compliance.

• Automate monitoring of key
regulatory issues and improve
communication and implementation
of requirements.

Supported by our team of experts who
understand the Insurance industry, these
matrices provide regulatory intelligence and
research unique and critical to the business of
insurance, ensuring that users get the focused
content they need for efficient research and
effective compliance.
With our newly-released Complaint Handling
Matrix and Certificate of Authority Renewal
Matrix, NILS Matrices offers an even wider
collection of easy-to-use reference resources
on important insurance compliance topics.

• Rely on expert analysis conducted
by the leading provider of insurance
compliance information in an easyto-read matrix format.
• Dynamically link NILS Matrices
content to existing in-house systems.
• Refer to statutory and regulatory
references with hyperlinks to the
statutory and regulatory content
in NILS™ INsource®.
• Increase productivity and save
valuable research time.

Property & Casualty Packages

Life & Health Packages

Adverse
Decision
Notices (CNR)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cancellation Non-Payment Matrix
Cancellation New Business Matrix
Cancellation Mid-Term Matrix
Nonrenewal Matrix
Declination Renewal Matrices
Conditional Renewal Matrices

Policy
Solicitation

Summary
Matrices (CNR)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cancellation Mid-Term
Nonrenewal
New Business Cancellation
Cancellation for Nonpayment
Declination
Cancellation Coverage Reduction

• Buyer’s Guide Matrix
• Life
• Annuities
• Long-term Care
• Suitability Matrices
• Variable Life Contracts
• Annuities
• Long-Term Care
• Policy Illustrations Matrix
• Life

Policy
Replacements

• Policy Replacement Matrices
• Life and Annuities Matrices
• Long-Term Care

Standalone
Matrices

•
•
•
•
•
•

Forms
Management

• Fraud Warning Matrix
• Workers’ Compensation State Mandated
Forms Matrix
• Automobile Coverage Verification Forms
Matrix

Workers’
Compensation

• Workers’ Compensation State Mandated
Forms Matrix
• Workers’ Compensation Proof of Coverage
• New Policy
• Reinstatement
• Nonrenewal
• Renewal
• Cancellation

Standalone
Matrices

•
•
•
•
•
•

Record Retention Matrix
Credit Scoring Matrix
UM/UIM PIP Coverage Offerings Matrix
Producer Commission Disclosure Matrix
Complaint Handling Matrix
Certificate of Authority Renewal Matrix

Long-Term Care Outline of Coverage Matrix
Long-Term Care Point of Sale Matrix
Guaranty Fund Notice Matrix
Life Policy Summary Matrix
Complaint Handling Matrix
Certificate of Authority Renewal Matrix

NILS Matrices are available through a variety of
enterprise-wide subscription options, and can each
be bought individually from the packages subscribed
above. To find out more about NILS Matrices, or to
request a demonstration of them in action, please
visit WoltersKluwerFS.com/Insurance or contact us at
800.481.1522.

About Wolters Kluwer Governance, Risk & Compliance
Wolters Kluwer Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) is a division of Wolters Kluwer which
provides legal, finance, risk and compliance professionals and small business owners with a broad
spectrum of solutions, services and expertise needed to help manage myriad governance, risk and
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